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About This Game

Refreshingly knock out massive impending zombies, in this new top-down shooter!
Clean up zombies and earn GOLD to boost up your skill and ability, and aim for 100% area capture!
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Late 21st century, civilization of freely controlling even ones life and death were in peoples hands. All due to the phenomenal
development of scientific technologies.Parallel living between the real world and the cyber world was now an ordinary scene,

with peoples minds uploaded on computers, and one's mind copied on an organic element avatar.

On October 5th of year 2092, attacking citizens case occured in the real world, by a tite method element avartar created by
Biodine Corporation.

The Federal Policy captured this element avatar and proceeded analyzation.
They came to the fact that the reason for the outrage of the element avatar, which normally does not carry self-activity, was the

birth of mind caused by an unknown virus infection of the biotite that creates avatars.
Some scientists claim that mind held by the virus connected with the element, though there was no time to loose.

Mutated biotites undergo "almost infinite" cell division and continuosly producing elements, were surely predicted at the
element avatar creation lab.

The Federal Bureau summonsed skilled Bounty Hunters and created an Anti-Mutated avatar team.
This was a venture of mutated avatar growth prevention operation.

A hunter who invaded the creation lab saw the mutated element unintentionally spoke out.
"Crisis... these are just like zombies!"

War between infinite flood of Zombies and Hunters, now begins.

Game Features :

· Exhilarating battle with the super large zombies: A lot of zombies that spring up every time you travel through the area!

· Skill (weapons) development: Inflation-strengthening system that can make it stronger anywhere!

· Various strategies: Strategies are infinite with combination of skills! Let's find your own way of fighting!

Rules :

· Area Clear : Cleaning up all zombies in an area will be Area Clear.

· Skill Boost/Ability Boost : Using GOLD earned by cleaning zombies boosts Skill/Ability.

· Obtain (acquire) New Skill : Skill obtained (acquired) when you capture the area with a container icon.

· Reward : GOLD reward obtained (acquired) when you capture the area with a GOLD icon.
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good game if you wanna learn how to hang yourself. Good soundtrack. Simple sudoku 16x16 with fruits instead numbers. music
is extremely good and affects the way you play the game

please update it so the song from dark is on it. This is a great game, but i wish there were more updates.
Somethings i would like to see
1.Unicorn
2.Robots
3.more human types
but besides that, this game is kinda like a dollar store TABS, but its still fun
i think my only need for the game is more updates. It want let me start the game . I'm mad as hell that I have purchased a game
that I can not play because of your bad programing and that connected my site with my sons account without eather asking for
that. Fix this game so I can play it please.
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This game is for children, I'm sure if I was a kid I'd like the game, maybe... But I'm not. This game is hardly a puzzle game and
it's definatly not worth $5, I'm just glad I got it in the Humble Bundle and I didn't pay full price. The story is uninteresting and
boring, puzzles are either way too easy or head-bashingly frivolous and have no logic, the quality of the graphics are god-aweful
and inconsistant(Why are the robots like 16bit sprites and the rest of the game looks like a drawn cartoon world?). The game is
amazingly short, I beat it within less than an hour, I've played free flash games long than this game. Maybe I'm being too harsh,
but I strongly recommend against buying this game.. Game has great atmosphere and is generally really good with the scares but
if you use a controller you have to use the click turning in VR which i can not stand as it totally kills the immersion. Had to
refund it but if its moved to a option and smooth turning is added i will rebuy again.

. I normally wait until I've finished a game before I review it, but I've had a good 8 or more hours playing it, and I think I can
give it a fair review now.

Seasteader plays like may other city sim games: You have buildings, citizens, and so on. The citizens have needs, as does the city
(not the least of which is liquidity (pun intended). You begin with a 'hub', and are required to balance the various aspects of your
'stead as you grow it towards passing the mission goals (or just making a humungous seaborne metropolis).

The game allows a sandbox mode where everything's unlocked, and you can just freely build your city, or campaign mode
where you get 'missions' to achieve goals. I think there are only about 15 campaign missions, and I've finished the first three,
which are relatively easy once you understand the game mechanics.

As you can see from the graphics, the game focusses less on being pretty with lots of animations and stuff, and primarily on the
economic aspects. In this regard, Seasteader strikes a nice balance between clarity and functionality. You won't get all the
amazing effects of Anno2050, or the huge array of building types of Tropico, but all the basic building types are there:
Production chains, housing, entertainment, city upkeep, etc. What you will get is a game which provides you the ability to build
a city much the same as any other CitySim, but which allows to really tweak the economic and employment aspects which most
other games won't. This can be by price gouging for exports, making your citizens live in slums and pay huge rent, or forcing
them to work every hour god sends...

For me, one of the interesting aspects is building a new building, and then sourcing the right people to 'staff' it. You'll get an
influx of immigrants, all of whom have their own skills. You can rob the mediocre fishermen to staff your glassworks, but that'll
impact your fishing quotas.. You may, later, choose to move them back, to continue their fishermen training as you don't need
so much glassware... Proper tweaking like this isn't needed in the first few levels, but I can see it coming into its own later.

The game is 'complete', insofar as it's not "early access". However it's clear that there's a LOT of spare space in the UI and
dropdowns for more options. Some buildings only make one resource type, but are flexibly built to support more. So what you
see in the images above is a fraction of what's available, and only gives a wee flavour of the game itself.

The developer is very quick to respond to queries, and more than happy to help. Because it's an indie game, it can be a little
'raw'. Like I said, don't expect the polish of a AAA game... There are some aspects you're just expected to play with yourself. If
you like just tweaking sliders to see what happens, then you'll enjoy this. Some of the impact of changes to a few variables
aren't laid out in simple terms, so you have to tweak them and see what happens. Sometimes the effects aren't obvious for a
while.

Having a team of "0%" skill level glassblowers will still produce you some glassware, whereas in real life they'd just suck up
cash while they trained, and then you'd get a slowly increasing yield.. I think that realism needs to be tempered a bit with these
things, so has taken a back-seat to allow clarity and simplicity to prevail.

I've not come across any major reason to mark this down, so I'm giving it a 75% thumbs up: It does need a little work to be
more accessible to the general gamer, and a little tweaking. There are a few unusual design choices which can give the learning
curve a slightly steeper slope than you'd expect, but it's a solid core with some interesting challenge.. *sips monster energy*
Quake was a good game. A gorgeous game that makes little sense and a whole lot of feelings.

If you are the type of person that needs points and numbers and solidity, this isn't the game for you. It's an experience, a sort of
indescribable trip you have to be willing to open yourself up for. You won't understand, at least at first, and you certainly aren't
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going to do anything that might mean 'win'. It is a game, you fight things with a sword, you talk to characters, you beat a timer.
But in a way it feels as if those things really aren't what make it, it's something different, and something wonderful.

The tone is incredibly dark, the graphics are incredibly flashy on some settings (Epileptics be warned!), the controls are the only
downside as they feel a little too slippery. The first 15 hours are quite excellent, some of the best that the crafting-survival genre
has to offer. The storyline is unexpectedly great and dramatic and contains some surprisingly excellent voice acting and sound
design. That honeymoon period is long and satisfying with one new revelation after another, exotic discoveries everywhere you
turn, and filled with so many "wow" moments. The ever blinking distress radio beacon supplies you with a steady stream of
objectives and drives the story along. It's a lovely experience. And then for me, it hit a wall.

Up until that point I'd been quite happily enjoying the radio broadcasts and discovering the secrets of the world and occasionally
I'd spend a few hours playing in my own little sandbox building new devices and a base or two. It always felt like doing that
extra stuff was largely optional, and I got far enough ahead that when the next radio broadcast comes in and says "You'll have to
dive to 250 meters, hope you can handle it", I was already capable of diving much deeper than that. It was never a big stress
situation. I'm having a great time. And the extra credit with the crafting I'd been doing felt like it was well rewarded, as if the
game was patting me on the back "Good job, you did more than you needed so this next bit is going to be a breeze for you". I
am a smart player!

Then around the point when I explored the crashed starship and found everything in there, I started building my escape rocket
and it dawned on me that I hadn't had any real radio calls in few hours. I know by this point it's not going to be as easy as just
building my rocket and returning to orbit, but nothing else is guiding me as to what to do next which is a departure from the
previous 15 hours. I'm a big boy, I can go exploring on my own I guess. And I do so.

I push forward for another 5 hours on collecting items and continuing to play in my sandbox, but now its starting to feel like a
chore. And what was once a fun diversion now becomes an obligation. A tedious obligation, even when you have scan rooms
scouting out mining locations, there's still a lot of RNG and struggling with inventory capacity and ferrying your loot back to
base. And I'm not even certain I'm taking this in the right direction.

Travel fatigue and looting fatigue starts setting in big time. I find an exciting new location for my next base and I'm interested
once again, but it's far away, a 5 minute round trip. I collect some raw materials from the homebase and head on down there to
get things setup. Oops, I forgot one little material I needed to bootstrap the new base. So I gotta head back up and down again
and hope I don't overlook needing anything else. Now I'm dreading the idea of this chore.

Eager to not repeat any more wasted time, I disassemble the lion's share of the homebase and haul it all down there in this super
swanky submarine I just built. But I get lost. Or the sub gets stuck. The submarine was a mistake, an investment of time and
hours that is really best used in multiplayer. It's a dead end and now I'm jammed somewhere 500M under the water. I can't
really look around very well, and my power cells are at 30% and I'm not quite certain exactly where I'm at in relation to my next
base. I'm not even sure if is the same cave system. I can't find the mental energy to consider unloading this submarine piecemeal
and carting it down to wherever I need to encamp next. I could hop out and get a better look and do all that.. Or I could just File
-> Quit game

And yeah, there's no story really pushing me any longer, and it's really nice outside, summer is really kicking off, so that's when
I signed off.

Good game, wish I could have finished it. If the story hadn't seemed to stop abruptly I probably would have pushed forward
longer. The world is beautiful and I have no major complaints, but I've done enough of this formula in my gaming life that I'm
not really interested in looting for the sake of teching up just to being able to loot even newer items.. hmm, I read so many
positive reviews of this game. It is indeed a decent shmup, but it didn't get me hooked. No matter which level or what enemies,
you always have your same manoeuvres. Gets a bit boring after some levels doing always the same until all enemies are wiped
out.. This game definitely has atmosphere, and works very, very well to ramp up the tension about what the hell is going on.
Very fun, and a good scare.
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